About the author:
Sandrine van den Oudenhoven created the company job4U2 in 2010 to help
dual career couples make their relocation to Switzerland a project for both.
Through job4U2 programs, she is supporting accompanying partners'
professional integration in sharing her in-depth knowledge of the Swiss
economic climate and business network, local customs and nuances, as well
as recruiter expectations. All coupled with her natural ability to nurture
individuals’ motivation and find positive synergy to handle change and
transformation during relocation.
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Preface

My job is to accompany career transitions for people following their
partner to a new country.
It implies living on a daily basis the challenging stories of my
wonderful clients. Their stories are centred around change and
transformation, about personal development and pushing their own
personal limits – meaning reinventing yourself in a new environment,
getting away from your comfort zone, accepting yourself and letting
this identity grow under a new and unfamiliar surrounding. In one
word: Inspiring!
You cannot do such a job and remain unchanged yourself; My clients
development are at such an inspiring level that I also started to
regularly question myself and manner of seeing things, and thus start
challenging my own limits and comfort zones.
This short story is one of my ways of pushing my own limits and of
engaging myself in a personal development path: My personal
challenge in Switzerland!
In the past, I was a passionate writer. As a child during obligatory
school years, I always found writing compositions very exciting and
rewarding. I always waited to get started the night before the due
date, confidant that inspiration would come and that the lines would
flow and be written harmoniously – and it indeed always did.
Oddly enough, when given the option in higher education, I gave up
all subjects relative to literature and oriented my education toward
science, with a specialization in mathematics, through my university
studies.
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Although my French School essays were highly fulfilling when writing,
they never got high grades. I remember my teacher saying, “ This
essay is normally worth 16 out of 20 points”, “but you only get a 9!
It’s full of spelling errors!”
This statement made by one of the teachers whom I highly respected
and admired, still remains alive in my head today.
Although it was not the only feedback of this kind I received, it has
been the one that impacted me the most. It has led to building my
personal limits and keeping me from writing this for over 25 years!
Writing at this moment is my own personal challenge; I love it but at
the same time don’t dare to do it… Just four years ago, I discovered
my willingness to share my reflections was getting bigger than my
personal fears, thus I started blogging for job4U2.
Writing an essay today is getting through my limited boundaries – it’s
exploding them!
I would not have been able to complete this challenge alone. This
preface is my way of saying “thanks” to Nadja and Yann, my coaching
peers, who encouraged me towards achieving my objective. And to
Nicolette, who accepted the challenge to be my guinea pig and to
read the first draft and to Robin, my editor, to make sure content
comes alive. Without their support and their skills there would not be
a “What-about-my-career!” short story. I also would like to thank
you; my followers and readers for giving this short story a whirl!
Although, I have of course been heavily inspired by dialogues and
situations of numerous dual career spouses and partners who I
accompanied, Sara and Daniel, who are portrayed in this essay, are
not real characters.

Sandrine van den Oudenhoven
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" If one does not know to which port one is sailing, no wind is
favorable." –
– Seneca
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1

“Continuity gives us roots; change gives us branches, letting us stretch and
grow and reach new heights.” –
– Pauline R. Kezer

-

Monday, 2d February 2015, Café Schlössli –
- First session with Sara -

Sara had chosen a quiet corner in a lighted side of the café. We
were enjoying the excellent latte macchiato that the waitress had
just brought us.
We already had been in contact via Skype but that Monday, I was
meeting Sara in person for the first time.
Sara relocated two years earlier to Switzerland following Daniel,
her husband, who had been offered an executive position in a
renowned multinational based in Switzerland.
– What makes it important for me to go back to work?

Well, I think there are numerous reasons but to be honest, the most
important one is that I feel absolutely useless staying at home. And
yes, I am also scared.
Sara fell farther down in her chair as she said that, appearing to be
shorter than she actually was and her long dark hair hid most of
her face.
– Scared? I asked gently.
– Maybe scared is too strong of a word, perhaps I should say I am
afraid. I am already starting to doubt that I’m still capable of working
and that my brain still functions normally. And how could I explain
that I haven’t had a job in years and why I have waited so long to
restart…?
– You do not give the impression of someone who has arrived in
Switzerland and immediate started “waiting”.
I told Sara, trying to connect her back to her reality.
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– Of course not! In fact I hate waiting!

I remained silent.
– Hmmm, What have I been doing?
She took a huge breath.
− Well I learned French, je parle un petit peu, but not sufficiently
enough to feel comfortable working in French, besides I am worried I
have not done anything really interesting since I am here.
– What did you find the most difficult when relocating here?
– Besides learning French, I would say, that it was quite
challenging to build a new life here. You know, ensuring the children
are adapting to their new school, making new friends…You can’t
imagine the number of kids I invited to our house on Wednesday
afternoons to integrate. It was also difficult. Well not difficult, but
rather labor intensive, to just establish some form of social life for my
family.
Sara seemed to get a wind of energy, sitting straighter on her chair
while making eye contact with me to insure I understood well
where she was coming from. I took the opportunity to ask:
– And how would you judge the result of your efforts now?
– I am quite satisfied, the kids are doing really well, they are fully
integrated, their French continues to improve weekly and I have
made new friends myself, mainly with other mothers but also, there
are 2 or 3 families we see regularly on weekends. In fact, I am finally
starting to feel at home here. Only a job is still missing.
Sara paused for a moment and then smiled, realizing, she had just
told me a positive outcome of her efforts to integrate during the last
2 years and that she came a long way and indeed, that’s something
to be proud about.
– That’s true. I managed a lot. But where does this get me? I am
not even sure the type of job I would like to do. I have applied to
many ads and barely even got a response.
Sarah sighed, going back to her original posture, sunken in her
chair.
– Deep down, what is the issue there?
I asked.
– I used to be a different person, I was always active and loved
going to work. I think I simply miss that.
– If you would not have moved, what do you think would of have
happened with your career?
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– This is a good question! Let me think…

Sara took the time to put her thoughts together before she
continued:
– I would certainly have changed my position, it had already been
discussed before I told my boss I was going to resign and move to
Switzerland because of Daniel’s job. It was planned that I would take
over the QA team.
– Your last statements are all in the passive voice. How come?
– I did not realize that, that’s probably true. If I think back, I was
not that enthusiastic. This is also the reason why I did not hesitate
very much when Daniel told me about the opportunity to relocate to
Switzerland. In fact, it’s quite funny when I think about it now: I was
the one pushing for it.
– What does that tell you?
– It gave me an escape. Don’t you think so?
– What do you think yourself?
– I guess you are right but today I really really miss working.
Maybe not the job but having the feeling that, on a daily basis, I am
doing something important.
– Something important?
– Yes, something that makes sense, that gives significance.
A completely different energy filled the room. I gave her a little
time, and asked:
– What makes sense?
– I am unsure what I mean by making sense. It is all still
confusing. For sure I do want to go back full-time, I have invested 2
years to make sure the family can work on auto-pilot, now everybody
is ready.
– Ready?
– Yes. Well maybe, but not my husband…
– What do you mean?
Sara remained silent for a couple of minutes, trying to find the
right words.
– He keeps on telling me “honey, why don’t you go back to work”,
he forwards me job ads, tells me who I should speak too, but all in
the same breath he got used to me being at home and he is counting
on me to take care of everything which has to be done, even making
friends! On top of it, he does not speak one word of French, he
doesn’t need to use French in the office and is not even interested!
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We used to speak a lot about our jobs at home and now he speaks
and I listen!!
– What makes you think he would not be able to adapt to a life
with a working wife again?
– Oh yes he would!
She said with a big smile, and continued:
– I guess it is me who is afraid to let that go as well. That’s
strange!
– You worked hard to build from scrap the life you have here in
Switzerland. Now look, you did an incredible job. It’s quite
understandable that it is not that easy to let it all go.
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2

“People have the resources to attain their goals.” –
– Coaching presuppositions number 2 (Marleen Boen)

-

Monday, 2d February 2015, in my car –
-

Driving back to the office -

While driving back to my office that day, the conversation with Sara
kept coming back, just like an echo of my own path of life.
When I first relocated from France to Switzerland in 1999, I did not
have children and considered myself lucky to have managed a
smooth transition as I negotiated to move to a sister company of the
same employer. It didn’t require a lot of adaptation.
I lived 3 years in Lausanne and moved the United States, to the
Netherlands and then to Belgium. 9 years ago, when I moved to
Switzerland for the second time in my life, the experience was
comparable to Sara’s: I didn’t really want to go back to a Swiss
equivalent role of the position I had just left. It took me months to
accept it and finally be able to fully focus on the creation of job4U2.
I remembered that Mario, Dirk, Christine, Gisela and many other
former job4U2 clients had similar experiences and thoughts.
My mind started turning in solution mode. From previous experience,
I know I should let it run its course in my thoughts, and perhaps jot
down some notes as soon as I reach my desk. I was keenly aware
that I should refrain now from jumping to solutions. It would not
serve Sara well to say “If I were you, I would do this or that...”. I
would not bring Sara down to my perception of things but encourage
and empower her to find her own ways.
Giving answers and proposing solutions, this is what Daniel, her
husband, offered to Sara. I am certain he truly believed he was
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helping the situation.
My husband has done the same. It helped in some ways, but not as
he thought, not as the solution.
To be truthful, during this period, his helpful attitude did sometimes
even upset me.
I could not help but to think that he simply felt obliged to behave the
way he did because somehow he thought it was his responsibility to
help me get reinserted to a professional life. This attitude was an eye
opener: I was then able to realize that I was not looking to get back
into what I had. I was really eager for something else. Something
that would make sense to me.
Sense making was my quest, but at the time I had not yet taken the
time to grieve the loss of my previous identity, and also not learned
to like my new one. It took just a few more months to come with the
answer.
Every time Sara’s husband comes with up with a solution, while she
said, “OK, I’ll check into this”, she thinks, “ It’s easy for you to come
with solutions, you are working, I’m not”
Sara’s new identify is beautiful in every way! I felt blessed my job
was to help her discover and accept her newly
developed identity, and also find her own resources within and
provide the support she needed to settle her career here, in
Switzerland, with an option to find a job or start her own business, I
did not know yet.
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3

“There are no limitations to the mind except those we acknowledge” –
– Napoleon Hill

-

Monday, 8th February 2015, Café at Hotel du lac –
- Second session with Sara -

– “Bonjour, asseyez-vous je vous prie Madame Da cotta” he said
– “Euh, merci. Is it possible to continue in English? I will certainly

be able to explain myself better in English than in French.”
– “Oh your French is quite good. But it’s fine; It’s good for me too,
to practice my English.
I guess you know that it is very difficult when you don’t speak French
or German to find a job in operations here in Switzerland. What about
your German level?”
Sara was red, and her eyes were tearing up when telling me about
her first and only interview in Switzerland.
– He even told me, I need to have my first job and then it will be
easier to be hired! I thought he was kidding but he really meant that!
Although it was not the first time a client relayed such an interview
experience; I felt, once more, disheartened and disappointed about
the attitude of some recruiters with newcomers.
This is far from a generalization, in fact some recruiters I know are
truly interested in people and show a lot of respect to applicants,
Swiss or foreigners. But unfortunately Sara had not been lucky
enough to meet one of those that time.
I noticed my next question to Sara surprised her quite a bit
because she changed her position. She started thinking and
searching for the answer in her previous professional experiences.
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– Can you remember a time, in one of your last jobs, where

someone came to you with a strong affirmation which in the end
happened to be wrong?
– As a matter of fact, she said while almost laughing, in my last
company, it was all about that!
Our sales team said: “We lost these customers forever, they will
never buy from us again”. That indeed was proven to be wrong!
Or on another occasion, the production staff said: “we can’t reduce
the prices any further as prices had been reduced so much in the last
few years. We have reached a plateau”. Again this was proven to be
wrong!
– Ok, I said. Now someone has told you “You can’t get a job here
if you do not speak the language and do not have this or this
diploma”. And you just agree?
Sara smiled, enjoying the provocation, starting to put together
strength to fight any arguments that could come her way.
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.
“If you don’t like something change it; if you can’t change it, change the
way you think about it.” –
– Mary Engelbreit

-

Monday, 8th February 2015, home –
- Late in the evening -

The day had been rich and dense.
After we had discussed long and hard about recruiters perspectives
and backgrounds to make their reactions more understandable to
Sara, she told me, with an ironic laugh, that this memorable
interview was not even for a position she was interested in and which
would have been a huge step backwards in her career.
I was looking forward to work with Sara on turning her negative
experience with a job interview into a learning outcome. I know I
could work with her on ways to ever again enter into a similar
situation with a recruiter.
Thoughts kept running through my head.
Before I would be able to fall asleep I needed to put some lines down
on paper.
To reach our objectives, we, not only, need to fight our own
limitations, but also to protect ourselves from other people’s own
restrictions.
The only way I know to influence people’s mind or any outcome,
which mainly depends on human beings’ decisions, is to understand
them, to understand their context, the reasons why they think that
way, what is the background of their belief system.
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Once you see things from their perspective, and only then, can you
expose your way of seeing things.
You won’t erase their beliefs, which often comes from their own
unique experience and own views of life but you can offer an
alternative way.
It can also occur that efforts to invest in convincing someone are not
worth the benefit. It is then wiser to look somewhere else, to reach
out to people close to you, people with who you share a common
ground and understanding that would be more open to enter into a
positive discussion mode.
Thinking I might, one day, want to use these lines for a future blog
post about how to convince recruiters, I put my notebook back at its
place and opened the novel I had started the day before.
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“Lord, grant me the strength to accept the things I cannot change, the
courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the
difference.” –
– Francis of Assisi

-

Friday, 12th February 2015, my office –

From: Sara <sarac@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Following up on our today meeting
Date: February 12, 2015 2:24:25 PM GMT+01:00
To: job4U2 sandrinevdo@job4u2.ch
Dear Sandrine,
Many thanks for your follow-up. It was nice seeing you last Monday.
I have been thinking a lot about what you said about not taking a “no” as granted and I think I
got the message J.
I wanted to ask you what is a CFC laborantin? This is request I see on many job ads! Is there a
way I could do a training to get it?
Kind regards,
Sara
From: job4U2 sandrinevdo@job4u2.ch
Subject: Re: Following up on our today meeting
Date: February 12, 2015 4:54:12 PM GMT+01:00
To:
Sara <sarac@gmail.com>
Hello Sara,
A CFC is a very popular diploma in Switzerland that you obtain after 2 to 4 years of
th
apprenticeship. After the 11 grade, about 60% of the 15 to 16 years old Swiss students enter in
apprenticeship to learn a profession. 20 to 30% enter to gymnasium and follow the path to
university or other studies.
More specifically the CFC Laborantin is a common educational background for lab technicians.
These would not be the same type of jobs that people, who like you, hold a master in Biology,
would typically be applying to.
I will insure we keep some time next Monday to discuss of the relevance for you to apply to jobs
ads where a CFC Laborantin is requested.
I wish you a very nice weekend in Zermatt. The weather forecast is gorgeous and I have just
been told that the snow is excellentJ.
Kind regards,
Sandrine
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I had to hurry up to go and pick up my daughters. While shutting the
computer down, I was deep in my thoughts.
In the early years of her career, Sara has been working as a lab tech
for 18 months. She came to QA latter on, after having earned her
Master degree in Biology science.
One might say that with Sara’s diploma from higher education level,
the CFC request should not be an issue.
Well it is so in Switzerland, if you need a CFC graduate employee,
you hire a CFC graduate candidate and rarely anybody else.
It sounds like a paradox but the higher academic degree held by
Sara plays against her for certain types of positions.
Recruiters who have been instructed to look for a CFC Laborantin(e)
actively look for a CFC Laborantin(e). That might be a very
immediate reason for rejecting Sara’s application at first sight.
If Sara spied in to the recruiter’s office, this is probably what she
would hear the talent acquisition manager and the hiring manager
telling each other about her application documents:
– “Should we consider this CV: she has significant experience.” the
hiring manager would ask
– The recruiter: “come on! How would someone with such a
background and education level stay motivated in this position!”
– “Well she certainly has potential to grow in the department.” could
the hiring manager perhaps object, in a last attempt to convince his
colleague.
– “She would leave before: Once she would have had a first
experience in Switzerland with us, she would easily find an other job
more appropriate to her level of expertise.” would answer our
recruiter.
– “With your reasoning we will never be able to hire high potentials in
our organization!” would sigh the manager, defeated.
– “Come on, you are the first one to complain about the turn over of
this position, do you really want to start all over again in less than 2
years?”
– “No, you’re right, and what about that other CV, he seems to fit
pretty well, don’t you think?”
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I was impatient to see Sara next week. I felt the next session would
be a very important one.
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6

“Destiny is no matter of chance. It is a matter of choice. It is not a thing to
be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved. ” –
– William Jennings Bryan

-

Monday, 16th February 2015, Tea-room Maier –
-

Third session with Sara -

After we had just discussed the Swiss education system, Sara handed
me a job ad published on 4th of February that she had found on
indeed.ch and applied to. CFC laborantin was listed in first position
under “WE ARE LOOKING FOR:”
Sara started explaining to me what she found boring in this job
description.
– I am not sure I understand: How come you applied for that job if
you were not interested in it?
– Oh, I apply for everything that is more or less related to the
area I am coming from. For sure I can do that job!
– I am convinced you can do that job but try to understand the
position of the recruiters. Amongst the numerous candidates they
consider, there’s surely someone for whom this job is extremely
exciting, maybe a logical next career step. This person might have
the right competences, as you do, but also a drive for the job. What
would you do if you were in charge of staffing for this department?
Sara let out a big heavy sigh and continued:
– This makes me crazy, in my home country, I was contacted by
headhunters several times per year. And here, they do not even
respond!
– That’s interesting, for which positions did these headhunters
contact you?
– Well, similar positions to mine and often for the next level, to
manage the entire QA department.
– Why didn’t you take these positions? I asked.
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– Oh, I could have but they were not in my hometown, we would

have had to move. I had managed to have a good work-life balance
and the kids were happy at school; and I had my parents living next
door to help me in case they were sick or when I was traveling
abroad.
– Something else? I asked
– ….well, you know…these were only excuses, in fact QA is not
something I am interested in growing in. What I liked in my job was
related to relations with the suppliers and the clients, not the paper
work, norms and certifications. Even managing the team was not that
temping as what it looked like from the outside.
– I see. What does that tell you?
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6

“Once you make a decision, the universe conspires to make it happen.” –
― Ralph Waldo Emerson

-

Tuesday, 24th February 2015, Tea-room Maier –
- Fourth session with Sara -

The first time I met Sara, she was wearing a pair of jeans and sport
jacket, her hair was untamed on her shoulders giving me the
impression of a good looking young lady who had simply forgotten
the importance of her physical appearance.
When she entered into the empty tearoom where we scheduled our
fourth meeting, I hesitated to stand up. I almost did not recognize
her: She had obviously been to the hairdresser, put makeup on and
wore comfortable but very fashionable clothing. She looked amazing.
From that very precise moment, I knew the program was going to be
running at a fast and efficient pace. Sara wanted it; she had decided
to embrace her new identity.
“Un café s’il vous plait” ordered Sara smiling to the waiter and kissing
me 3 times on the cheeks opting for the Swiss way to great friends.
Her internal energy and aura radiated the corner were we were
sitting.
– I thought about what you told me last week” she started, taking
her notepad from her purse. How do we start?
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Last words

If one day, in a Swiss tearoom, you meet someone with eyes flushed
with emotion, that might be me or one of my job4U2 colleagues.
Witnessing a client embracing the future is always a pure moment of
intense satisfaction. From that moment onwards they will start seeing
the positive side of being in a new country with brave choices to be
made. They will progressively gain faith to find inside themselves the
resources it takes to be successful.
At job4U2, we have the most beautiful job we could ever imagine
because our job is to help people find the most beautiful job they
could imagine for themselves.

Thanks to all our clients for making our job that special.

“Relocation is a project for both.” –
– job4U2
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